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When Safety & Reliability Matter...
Trust, “The Original”

“I am working safer, I do a better job, 
I am better focused.  I’ll never be without 
LeveLok products again.” 

360-697-8629  |  Poulsbo, WA, USA  | 1-888-811-1727
www.LeveLok.com 

Ladder Safety Equipment Specialists

PROs 
demand...

Purdy.com

New XL™ Elite™ Series

• Provides ultimate 
 performance and 
 versatility

• Ideal for applying 
 heavy bodied paints 

• Chinex® nylon for 
 better shape and 
 stiffness retention

• Orel® polyester for    
 strength and stability
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PURDY® delivers.
 Series

 polyester for    

Safe, Strong & Smart  
Stripping 

As you know, sometimes before 
you put paint on, you need to 
take paint off. Dumond Chemi-
cals has a product developed for 
industrial use, and best of all, it’s 
safe and easy to use!
 ”SMART STRIP™—Aerosol is the 
industry’s first Non-Flammable Paint Remover in an aerosol can 
with the same ‘green’ features & benefits as its paste formula-
tion,” says company president John Petroci.  “This product was 
developed for the professional painter and industrial applicator 
to save time and labor and will make detail work and accessing 
difficult-to-reach areas easier when stripping door frames, win-
dows, molding, railings, spindles, mortar joints on brick fireplaces, 
and numerous other applications.”
Plus, if you’re working on a project such as a bridge, you’ve 
come to the right place—this company wants to be that bridge 
you cross when you have issues about paint removal on difficult 
projects. Dumond trains painters, dealers, sales reps—anyone in 
the industry who could do with some learnin’.
“Commercial and industrial painting contractors that have 
embraced our training programs are positioning their businesses 
for rapid growth,” says Petroci. “We teach solution selling, which 
strengthens customer relationships. It increases sales while it 
minimizes failures and cuts down on customer complaints. We 
encourage you to view Dumond as an extension to your business 
when facilitating the sales process.” dumondchemicals.com
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Learn it!
If this sounds like you can’t just sit down at a chicken 

processing plant and show everyone that you’re finger lickin’ 
good, it’s because to get into some more intense painting 
environments, you’ll need some training first. O’Reilly 
suggests you check out the following:

• NACE International offers world-wide recognized 
certifications in industrial painting and inspection.

• SSPC was formerly known as the Steel Structures 
Painting Council; now the acronym has been conveniently 
restructured as the Society for Protective Coatings. It offers a 
wide range of certifications in industrial painting 

• NCCER—National Center for Construction, Education 
& Research offers certifications in Industrial Painting.

• PDCA—Paint & Decorating Contractors of America 
offers courses for continuing education on painting.

Your manufacturer is a great place to go for training, adds 

Spillane. “As a starting point, having a good manufacturer’s 
rep visit the project with you will help with securing a good 
recommendation and give you some hands-on experience of 
what to look for when doing an inspection.” Come to think, 
it looks good to “bring the paint company with you.”

“Benjamin Moore offers high performance coatings in 
our Super Spec HP line,” says Spillane. “We also recently 
launched Corotech under the Insl-x brand, which is an 
extensive industrial offering. We offer a training program 
around the Corotech line.”

Pick it right!
Your choice of product is important for a couple reasons. 

First, you need something that will do the job, and second, 
you want a company that can help you through it and back 
you up. Make some friends at your supplier’s office! 

“It is critical to know what categories of formulation are 

bloggingpainters.com
the painting industry ’s online resource

High Safety, on the Level
If you’re up on a ladder that’s “doing the wobble,” you’ll mostly worry about falling off 
rather than getting the job done. A safe and steady ladder system will let you concen-
trate on painting “on high” faster and more accurately—with peace of mind t’boot!
    That’s where the LeveLok Safety Combo Kit comes in. It’s tough and lightweight, easy 
to move and store, and you’ll look on top of your game moving around the factory with 
your pro-lookin’ rig. The LeveLok Ladder Safety Combo kit includes a 16’ lightweight alumi-
num extension ladder (type 11, 225 pound duty rated), Quick Connect (KeyLok) Leveling 
System, Quick Connect Standout System, Quick Latch Rung Locks, and ProGrip End Caps.
    “When working with industrial accounts it is imperative that they view you as highly 
skilled, and it is important to stress to them that you take safety seriously,” says Kelle 
Kitchel-Cooper, a spokeswoman for LeveLok. “You can demonstrate your commit-
ment to safety by including LeveLok products as your ‘gold standard’ of tools. Our 
products allow for increased productivity and decreased risk of accidents or injury, 
which equals a reduction of liability.” Plus, adds Cooper, the products are designed 
to withstand harsh conditions and repeated use—just like you! Buy ’em once and 
you’re good for a long time. 
     So—when you need to tote your ladder around it’d be nice to have a way to 
just wheel it along rather than hoist it over your shoulder and hope you don’t clock 
anyone in the head. “The LeveLok Ladder Dolly adds to your safety and efficiency 
by simplifying the task,” says Cooper. “The dolly is a great choice for ease of use and 
safety as it helps to reduce back, shoulder and knee injuries.” levelok.com
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available to address your customer’s 
needs,” says Tim. “It is best to partner 
with a couple of industrial coatings sup-
pliers local reps to ask their advice and 
learn what you can...you might even find 
a door open to a project through your 
contact.”

Now, dress for success. These products 
are not the same as a house paint, and it may not be the 
no odor low-VOC paint-with-the-windows-closed interior 
you’re used to from Mrs. Jones’ place.

“Don’t assume the coatings are the same as tradi-
tional architectural coatings,” O’Reilly cautions. “It’s 
not uncommon for industrial coatings to contain raw 
materials and solvents that are not allowed in typical 
architectural coatings.  These different formulations are 
great for performance, but do require extra attention 
to sections on safety. Some of the best coatings for an 
industrial environment can be some of the worst coat-
ings for your body.”

Make sure you have this taken care of before you 
start, says Spillane at Benjamin Moore. “Safety will be 
determined by the project itself. Many large industrial 
projects could include an increase in safety issues which 
should be addressed prior to the start of the job.” Plus, 
knowing your safety costs and requirements before you 
start will help you present a more accurate bid.

Seems like hard work? It probably is, but with proper 
training and careful planning, a whole new career awaits.

The Right Tool Gets 
You Home Faster
On any job, a good set of 

tools can help you work better and 
smarter—it can even get you finished—and 

home—sooner! It seems like an easy tool—just 
point and scrape—but why take chances? And why 

spend money on a new one when the old one will last 
twice as long? In an industrial environment, things can 

become difficult enough, so you’ll want to make sure 
your tools function at their peak.

If you want “smooth sailing,” keep your blade free of 

nicks and abrasions, advises Andrew 
Marsden, product manager of Purdy 
Professional Painting Tools. “The 
smoothness of the blade allows you to 
work faster and provides a better result,” 
he says. “Many painters know how to 
use a machinist file to keep the edge free 
of burrs and chips.”

If you treat your hand tools like your quality applica-
tors, they’ll serve you longer. “Keeping tools clean and not 
leaving them soaking in solvents or water will help them 
last longer,” says Marsden. “Also it’s helpful if you don’t 
leave tools in direct sunlight, extreme heat or cold.”

It's a steel!
“Like any other product, the raw materials and the 

construction methods dictate the quality of the tool,” says 
Marsden. “Lower grade steel means the blade will rust 
or pit more easily than a high carbon or stainless steel 
blade. Short tang (how long the blade is embedded in the 
handle) will affect how durable the tool is when used on a 
day-to-day basis.” Learn the difference between price and 
value. A great price isn’t necessarily a great value. Like 
“three brushes for a dollar.” Value pricing, no value.

Fine then, give me the best value, you say. How do you 
find it? “When you’re choosing a tool, consider how it fits 
in your hand, how stiff the blade is and what the tool is 
going to be used for,” Marsden recommends. “It really 
comes down to the preference of the individual. The 
working end of the tools are usually similar from brand 
to brand and are most often made of high carbon, stain-
less steel or carbide blades," he says. “These tools vary 
based on the type of material used on the blades, whether 
the blades are straight or angled, if the handles have over 
molding, and whether or not there’s a hammerhead in the 
base of the handles.”

So after all this, how long will it last? Along with qual-
ity, it’s going to last longer if you use it for a butter knife 
than if you’re knocking old paint out of tough corners. 
“Like any tool, it really depends on the person using it 
and what it’s being used on,” says Andrew. If after this, 
you choose the best tool, give yourself a hand! TPC
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